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ABSTRACT

In this article, we propose an evolution of trust-based recommender systems that only relies on local information and can be deployed on top of existing social networks. Our approach takes into account friends' similarity and confidence on ratings, but limits data exchange to direct friends, in order to prevent ratings from being globally known. Therefore, calculations are limited to locally processed algorithms; privacy concerns can be taken into account and algorithms are suitable for decentralized or peer-to-peer architectures.

We have implemented and evaluated our approach against five others, using the Epinions trust network. We show that local information with good default scoring strategies are sufficient to cover more users than classical collaborative filtering and trust-based recommender systems. Regarding accuracy, our approach performs better than most others, specially for cold start users, despite using less information.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet gives users easy and immediate access to a lot of resources (documents, media, services, etc.). Among this abundance of items, information overload is an ever growing problem. Recommender systems are one classically proposed solution to cope with this problem [18]. Collaborative filtering recommender systems rely on a users graph

to predict items that could fit users' interests based on related users ratings. The users graph can typically be a profiles similarity graph [1]. Trust-based recommender systems build the users graph with links that express the trust users have on the opinion of others [14, 9, 8]. A typical example is the Epinions' web site [16]. The main problems of these systems rely on the ratings sparsity and on the so-called cold start users who have no or very few connections in their graph. To remedy sparsity, trust-based recommender systems increase the number of users relations by propagating trust relations based on transitivity property. But propagating relations cannot be reproduced in social networks where relations are explicitly decided by users (even when invited by the social network provider). Moreover, due to privacy concerns, the trend is to limit the transmission of information on a user only to authorized related users.

To go further in the future, efforts are conducted to decentralize social networks infrastructures (e.g. Diaspora), so as to impede their owners to gather all information on people. The FreedomBox concept imagines that each user will have his/her own node hosted in his/her own web server. But many recommender systems rely on global knowledge to predict missing ratings: they use the whole users graph.

For instance, collaborative filtering systems predict ratings a priori using a costly computational process that builds the whole users' similarity graph from all users' profiles. Such a mechanism requires ideal conditions where all ratings are fully known by the system and therefore it can hardly be used in decentralized architectures. Moreover users have to share personal data with the system in order to get recommendation. On the other side, local approaches use knowledge limited to a subpart of the users' graph and profiles. Each rating calculation is processed using the requesting user's profile and the set of directly linked users, it does not require the system to know personal data from users.

This constraint enhances privacy, requires lighter processing and complexity is independent of the number of users. They are also feasible on decentralized architectures. Local approaches do not require a priori processing of predictions; they can predict ratings on demand. Local approaches are in fine compatible with P2P architectures and allow strong privacy strategies.

In this paper we propose a recommender system that relies on local knowledge in order to enhance privacy and in

---

1 http://www.epinions.com
2 http://wiki.debian.org/FreedomBox
order to be implementable in P2P architectures with decentralized data. We want to introduce recommendation in social networks, where classical e-commerce recommender systems are not adapted. Our system does not modify the users social network and shares information only between authorized related users, therefore it could be implemented as an additional service in existing social networks such as Facebook, Diaspora or LastFM.

We herein propose and evaluate a recommender system that propagates ratings locally in a users’ network without propagating relations. We have used the Epinions dataset so as to compare our algorithms with five collaborative filtering and trust-based recommender systems. We show that a well-chosen limited vision of the ratings remains efficient in ratings prediction, even with a sparse dataset. Besides, our local approach provides a P2P compatible architecture taking into account users privacy concerns: users can explicitly define whom they want to communicate with.

The paper is organized as follows: we first present existing approaches used in the literature (section 2), we show a motivating example used to explain our algorithms in section 3 and define our local approach using a social network in section 4. In section 5, we compare and evaluate our approach regarding main systems described in the state of the art. We then conclude and discuss this approach.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Collaborative filtering systems try to predict the rating of items for a particular user based on the items previously rated by other users [1]. They rely on users graph and users profiles knowledge. Users profiles contain ratings from users to items, purchased history, interest, etc. The users graph contains users (the nodes) and links between them (relations between users). Typically, those links are Pearson’s correlation coefficients computed between users [2]. To recommend items to a specific user, the system uses the profile of similar users, i.e. users directly linked to the user in the users graph. Although they are successfully used by most e-commerce websites, collaborative filtering systems are not well-protected against malicious [11] or peculiar [17] users and hardly cope with cold start users (who rated few or no items), or with the overall sparsity of existing ratings [7]. [2] propose to use default voting in order to cope with sparsity. When two users have not enough ratings in common to compute a similarity, then some default ratings are introduced. Those can be a neutral rating, the item mean rating or the last rating given by other users [14, 9, 8]. 

Trust-based recommender systems invite users to state that they trust the ratings expressed by other users [14, 9, 8]. They address the above-described drawbacks by using trust instead of similarity. Cold start users do not need to rate items to start using the system, they need to trust other users [9, 15]. Security is improved since trust relations make users know their direct relations. They have to deal with the sparsity of trust networks (In Epinions [16], a user trusts in average 8 users). To do so, they propagate trust in the network creating new relations between users [3, 10, 5] propose several definitions of trust. In this paper, trust is defined as the belief of a user in the usefulness of information provided by another user [7].

To predict a rating for a specific user, collaborative filtering and trust-based approaches usually aggregate other users’ ratings with the following function [1]:

\[
ra,i = \frac{\sum_{a' \in A_i} \omega_{a,a'} \times ra',i}{\sum_{a' \in A_i} \omega_{a,a'}}
\]

Where \(ra,i\) is the rating given by user \(a\) to item \(i\), \(A_i\) is the set of users having rated item \(i\) and \(\omega_{a,a'}\) is a weight between users \(a\) and \(a'\), typically a similarity or a trust coefficient.

In this paper, we call GlobalCF (respectively ItemBased) the collaborative filtering algorithm defined in eq.1 using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient \(\rho\) between users’ ratings (resp. items’ ratings) as \(\omega\) similarity coefficient [2]:

\[
\rho = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (r_n - \bar{r})(p_n - \bar{p})}{N \times \sqrt{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (r_n - \bar{r})^2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (p_n - \bar{p})^2}}
\]

GlobalCF (resp. ItemBased) relies on global knowledge on users (resp. items) profiles to compute similarities between users (resp. items). It constructs a similarity graph and selects similar users (resp. items) to predict missing ratings. Both approaches require ideal conditions where all ratings are known by the systems and all users and items can be easily identifiable.

Traditional trust-based recommender systems initially rely on user-defined trust values to provide the \(\omega\) weight defined in eq.1. They use these values to construct the users graph. Trust is considered as a transitive property, so that the graph can be automatically updated by propagating inferred trust values from previous calculations [4, 9]: if \(a\) trusts \(b\) and \(b\) trusts \(c\), a new trust value from \(a\) to \(c\) is defined and a new link between users \(a\) and \(c\) is added in the graph. Several iterations are performed in order to explore the graph up to a given depth.

MoteTrust [9] predicts the trust value of a source user to a target user by gradually propagating trust in the users graph, up to a given depth \(k\). If more than one trust path links two users, the mean of all computable trusts is used. This approach thus requires an extended-local knowledge of the trust network, since all the paths surrounding those users must be followed to compute the final trust value. Moreover, the whole users graph is explored up to depth \(k\) in order to compute the final score.

TidalTrust [3] takes into account shortest paths with a modified breadth first search in the trust network. It also requires an extended-local knowledge of the users graph.

TrustWalker [6] is a hybrid approach between trust-based recommender systems and item-based collaborative filtering. It aggregates trusted users’ ratings on the item or similar items, to depth \(k\), without adding new relations in the graph. This significantly improves coverage but requires a global knowledge on items ratings. RandomWalk is the pure trust-based version of TrustWalker [6]. It only relies on local knowledge and propagates trust to depth \(k\).

Existing approaches offer recommendation to the cost of new relations between users or global knowledge on users profiles. Trust propagation is not purely local, as it knows every path from a user to another. Therefore privacy can not be assured to the users of the system. That is why we introduce a recommender system propagating locally ratings through social relations. Our approach does not create new relations and shares data (i.e. ratings) only between direct friends. As it uses ratings aggregation, a final user does
not know where ratings come from, following the privacy concern of our system.

3. DEFINITIONS

In this paper, an actor refers to any social entity in a social network [19]. We use the term “friends” to refer to actors directly connected in the social network. A social relation is an undirected link between two friends in the social network. It means that both friends, and only friends, share data with each other.

In order to be compatible with trust networks, trust relations can be added on existing social ones. They are weighted and oriented relationships between friends ranging from 0 (no trust) to 1 (full trust). The greater the trust value between actor a and actor f, the more a trusts f’s scoring, and then the more f’s preferred items are valuable for a. Trust can be explicitly set by actors in their social network or implicitly built from the social relations. By definition, we set trust to 1 between friends if no trust network is used.

Let A be the set of actors and I the set of items. Let Fa be the set of a’s friends. The trust relation from actor a to a friend f is noted ta,f. This relation is only defined between friends. For each (a,f) ∈ A×Fa can be associated zero or one trust ta,f. If no trust is associated, a default one is given. Let T be the set of trust triples (a,f,ta,f) with (a,f) ∈ A×Fa and ta,f ∈ [0,1]. This relation is neither symmetric nor transitive.

A rating is explicitly set by an actor on an item and a score is a value predicted by the system, or scorer. Scores and ratings are real values between 0 (the actor does not like the item) and 1 (the actor likes the item). The rating given by actor a to item i is noted ra,i. Let R be the set of ratings triples (a,i,ra,i) with a ∈ A, i ∈ I and ra,i ∈ [0,1]. For each (a,i) ∈ A×I can be associated zero or one rating ra,i. Let A_i = {a ∈ A | ∃(a,i,ra,i) ∈ R} be the set of all actors who have rated item i. Let Fa,i = Fa ∩ A_i denote a’s friends who have a rating for item i.

4. SOCIAL SCORING

We propose to use social scoring to predict missing ratings (in other words, to compute scores) that would have been given by actors to items. We use the actors’ social network to propagate scores. Actors manage their own private profiles and share them on demand with their direct friends.

We first present the score propagation in the actors’ social network. We then introduce several coefficients aiming at improving recommendation accuracy. Trust allows actors to explicitly weight friends’ ratings. Correlation modulates friends’ ratings by computing similarity between friends. A default score is introduced to remedy sparsity problems. Confidence on scores offers a way to take into account distance between actors. Confidence is also provided to the final user to indicate the system belief on the recommendation result accuracy. We finally present our scorer CoTCoDepth.

4.1 Score propagation

In this section, we introduce our generic formula called “k−depth social scoring” (sk) that forms the basis of our social scoring. “Asking” a score denotes sending a request from a peer (an actor) to another peer [his/her friend] in order to get a score relative to an item from this friend. A requester is a peer asking for a score, at each propagation.

The original requester is the first peer asking for a score, the one who propagates the request.

k−depth social scoring gets actor’s rating if it exists. If not, it asks the actor’s friends to provide their ratings (if any) or to predict their scores, using their friends’ ratings and so on, to depth k. If no one returns a score, the final score is unpredicted (⊥).

The coefficient ωaf between actors a and f weights the mean of friend’s scores. It will be specified in the following sections, depending on the scoring. Let Faf,iω be the set of a’s friends f where sa,f(i) is defined and a,f is not null.

\[ F_{af,i,ω} = \{ f ∈ Fa | sa,f(i) ≠ ⊥ ∧ sa,f ≠ 0 \} \] (3)

sa is the rating set by the actor. The k−depth social scoring is then defined as in eq. 4. This formula is an adaptation to our constraints of the one described in section 2 (eq. 1).

\[ sk(a,i) = \begin{cases} \frac{\sum_{f ∈ F_{af,i,ω}} ωaf \times sa,f}{\sum_{f ∈ F_{af,i,ω}} ωaf} & \text{if } ∃ sa,f, \\ ⊥ & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \] (4)

Figure 2 runs the motivating example with ωaf = 1 and k = 2. a0 asks to all his/her friends their scores for the item. a1 has already a rating and returns immediately 0.2 without asking a0’s score. a2, having no rating nor friend, returns

3For clarity, we use a simplified version of the formula. The complete version does not ask the requester to limit cycles.

We illustrate this approach with a simple, yet adequate, example illustrated in figure 1. Let us consider ten actors \{a0, a1, · · · , a9\}; the objective is to predict a score for item i0 to a0, denoted X. For the sake of readability, we only show the social network and trust starting directly or indirectly from our main actor a0. Figure 1a shows ratings by actors on item i0. a1’s rating is 0.2, a2 and a3 have not rated item i0 yet, a4’s rating is 0.8, etc. In our motivating example:

- A = \{a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9\} and I = \{i0\}
- T = \{\{(a0, a1, 1), (a0, a2, 0.5), · · · , (a5, a9, 1)\}\}
- R = \{\{(a1, i0, 0.2), (a4, i0, 0.8), · · · , (a9, i0, 0.1)\}\}
- F_{a1} = \{a6, a7\} and A_{i0} = \{a1, a4, a6, a7, a8, a9\}
\( a_3 \) has no rating but two friends, \( a_7 \) and \( a_8 \). The former computes a mean using the two latter ratings and returns it (0.7). \( a_4 \)'s rating is transmitted as previously. \( a_3 \) returns \( a_9 \)'s rating. With this \( k \)-depth social scoring, \( a_3 \) and \( a_5 \) help \( a_0 \) to compute the score through their friends and then participate in the score computation.

The \( k \)-depth social scoring propagates scores only between immediate friends. Scores are aggregated before being transmitted to the requester, then scores are propagated in the network without interfering with existing relations.

The following sections describe different coefficients \( \omega \) used in our approach.

4.2 Trust

Trust values are explicitly defined between friends. This allows our approach to be compatible with both trust networks and social networks. If scores are propagated in a trust network or in a social network containing trust values, trust values are considered to weight relations: \( \omega_{a,f} = t_{a,f} \) in eq.4. If scores are propagated in a social network without trust value, we set trust to 1 between all friends, cancelling the equation (0.7).

Score propagation is the same as in figure 2, except that scores are weighted by trust. In our example, the predicted score for \( a_0 \) is then 0.40 since \( a_0 \) trusts less \( a_4 \) who has a high rating for \( i_0 \). Since actors define trust explicitly, this allows them to refine the importance of some friends.

4.3 Correlation

Correlation relations are by definition subjective. We use correlation (similarity) between actors to refine this coefficient. Unlike global approaches, the correlation is not computed between all actors to build a global graph, but only between direct friends. The correlation modulates the existing social graph without adding new links. This coefficient is a classic Pearson’s correlation coefficient, as described in section 2 (eq. 2), denoted by \( \rho \). To compute \( \omega_{a,f} = \rho_{a,f} \) between two friends \( a \) and \( f \), only items rated by both friends are used. If the two friends have no item in common, a default value is returned: 0.5\(^5\), the average between no correlation (0) and correlation (1). This allow the system to get recommendations for those friends.

As shown in figure 3, the correlation changes the way actors deal with scores. The similarity varies how one friend infers in the score computation among other friends. \( a_3 \) and \( a_8 \) share their ratings as before, but since \( a_3 \) is more similar to \( a_7 \), \( a_7 \)'s score has a higher weight. \( a_0 \) does not take into account \( a_4 \)'s score since their share no similarity.

Thanks to the correlation, the scorer takes into account similarity between friends to compute scores, friends with similar tastes are “promoted” during the recommendation.

4.4 Default Score

Due to the usual sparsity of existing dataset, many item scores cannot be computed since no friend has rated these items up to the given depth, which leads to a limited coverage. In order to counter this drawback, one can propagate deeper in the network, implying heavier traffic and lower privacy. \([6]\) returns a similar item’s rating, requiring a global knowledge, c.f. section 2. In this paper we provide two solutions based on default scores depending on how data can be used by the system. In case of missing rating, a friend may return a default score which is his/her mean rating or the item’s mean rating. This approach grandly increases the coverage, providing a score for almost every requester.

The calculation of an item mean rating requires to know all ratings on the item but does not require to know who gave them. It does not respect our local assumption, however it respects our privacy assumptions. It requires an anonymous global knowledge on ratings.

We define \( P_{\text{default}} \) the probability to return a default score if an actor cannot compute a score. This adds randomness in the recommendation, which is usually considered as a good thing in order to recommend new items to a specific actor [1]. It reduces the computational burden by not always returning a score. Finally, it also reduces noisy recommendations, i.e., recommendation not based on a specific item. For that purpose, it must remains low.\(^5\) Therefore, equation 4 becomes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_k(a,i) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\sum_{f \in F_{a,i}} \omega_{a,f} \times s_{k-1}(f,i)}{\sum_{f \in F_{a,i}} \omega_{a,f}} & \text{if } \exists r_{a,i} \\
\text{default}(a,i) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

With \( \text{default}(a,i) \) defined with the following probabilities:

\[
\begin{align*}
P(\text{default}(a,i) = \frac{1}{r_{a,i}}) &= P_{\text{default}} \\
P(\text{default}(a,i) = 1) &= (1 - P_{\text{default}})
\end{align*}
\]

\(^5\)In our evaluation, we have empirically set \( P_{\text{default}} = 0.02. \)
In this section, we evaluate the social approach, we have implemented our CoTCoDepth Scorer and run it with $k \in [0.2, 1)$.
with default score \(P_{\text{default}} = 0\) and with actor mean or item mean as default score \(P_{\text{default}} = 0.02\). We have then observed the influence of \(k\) and of the number of friends \((\text{i.e. connectivity degree})\) on coverage and precision. We have also compared our scorers with the approaches described in section 2: GlobalCF, ItemBased, MoleTrust, RandomWalk, and TrustWalker. In order to provide a fair comparison, we have used \(max - depth = 3\) for MoleTrust, RandomWalk and TrustWalker. The evaluation dataset is presented in section 5.1. We explain our evaluation campaign in section 5.2. We present and discuss our results in section 5.3.

5.1 Epinions dataset

[16] proposes a dataset derived from Epinions\(^7\). This dataset contains items rated by actors and oriented links between actors with trust values. The dataset is very sparse (only \(0.01\%\) ratings): actors rated 12 items and have 11 trustees in average.

The ratings distribution in this dataset follows the power law: few actors rated a lot of items but most of actors rated only a few items. We call “cold start users”\(^3\) actors with less than 5 ratings\([9]\), they are the most difficult to recommend and are majority: more than 50\% in the dataset. More information on the dataset can be read in [16].

We have also split the dataset into views to observe the influence of the connectivity degree in the social network. Actors with at least one friend but with less than five friends are “weakly connected” (47\% of actors with 22\% of ratings), actors with five to nine friends are “fairly connected” (11\% of actors with 12\% of ratings) and actors with ten friends or more are “highly connected” (18\% of actors with 57\% of ratings). 23\% of actors with only 8\% of ratings do not have any relation.

5.2 Evaluation campaign

In order to evaluate our algorithms, we have used the classical “leave one out”\(^4\) method. This method consists in taking the whole dataset, removing only one rating and then trying to predict it using all others ratings. There is no random selection so this campaign is reproducible. This is done for all ratings in the dataset and results are aggregated to return statistical metrics on the algorithms. Since similarity is computed using ratings, it must be recomputed for each removed rating in the dataset. Therefore, once a rating is removed, similarity coefficients associated with the actor and with the item are recomputed.

The dataset contains 104k items including 54k items with only one rating, which represents 10\% of all ratings. Classical collaborative filtering approaches, including trust-based ones, cannot predict any score for those items since no other actor has rated the item and once the rating has been removed, no similarity is computable. Those approaches can reach about 90\% coverage at maximum.

The statistical metrics are the Coverage, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the F-Measure. The coverage is the proportion of predicted ratings regarding all ratings to predict. It does not indicate if the ratings were correctly predicted but shows how many predictions an algorithm can fulfill. The RMSE represents the average error of the prediction. It is basically the error standard deviation without

\(^{7}\)www.epinions.com

\[^{8}\]range is the rating interval, i.e. the largest possible error.

In Epinions, \(range = 4\)

\[^{10}\]F-Measure:

\[
\text{Precision} = 1 - \frac{\text{RMSE}}{\text{range}}
\]

\[
F_1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Coverage}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Coverage}}
\]

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Influence of \(k\) and connectivity degree

We have run CoTCoD1, CoTCoD2 and CoTCoD3 with \(P_{\text{default}} = 0\); CoTCoD3\(_a\), CoTCoD3\(_b\), and CoTCoD3\(_a\) with \(P_{\text{default}} = 0.02\) on Epinions.

Coverage.

Figure 5: Influence of connectivity degree on coverage

Figure 5 shows that increasing either \(k\) or the number of friends improves coverage, as one would expect. Obviously, immediate vicinity is not sufficient to predict scores. Propagating scores in the social network offer an efficient solution to improve coverage.

The default score enhances the coverage as expected. Returning an actor mean ratings is even more covering than returning an item mean ratings. This is due to the 10\% unpredictable ratings \((\text{c.f. section 5.2}): \text{since the only available rating for the item is removed, no mean is computable. But most actors still have other ratings therefore then can return their mean, enhancing the coverage. With this approach, nearly 100\% ratings are predicted for fairly and highly connected actors.}

Using a sparse trust network implies that we need to propagate further in the graph in order to cover enough ratings. We can see that increasing \(k\) improves coverage, since it increases the number of actors involved in the recommendation. To avoid the small world effect \([12]\), we did not propagate scores further than \(k = 3\). However, propagating to \(k = 3\) with \(P_{\text{default}} = 0\) covers more than 86\% ratings made by actors trusting more than four actors, despite using a sparse trust network. Moreover, introducing a low probability to return a default score \((P_{\text{default}} = 0.02)\) increases the coverage to reach more than 90\% ratings, all actors included, and almost 100\% ratings from actors trusting more than four actors.

\[^{11}\]www.epinions.com
Figure 6: Influence of connectivity degree on precision

Figure 6 shows that increasing the number of friends improves the precision (c.f. eq.10), the more an actor is connected the more accurate the recommendations, as one would expect. Being highly connected implies having more recommendations, therefore the aggregation returns a more reliable answer. The CoTCoD1 precision is not significant since the coverage is too low, specially for weakly connected users.

However propagating further in the network also improves the accuracy, which was less expected. Immediate friends should be more likely to provide relevant recommendations. Here again, a deeper propagation leads to more scores, which explains a better accuracy.

We saw in the previous section that the item mean ratings as default score provide a lower coverage than the actor mean ratings. However the precision is higher, which is legitimate since it uses ratings on the requested item. Therefore using anonymous aggregated data enhances significantly the precision of our approach. Moreover, returning the item mean ratings if available or the actor mean ratings otherwise (CoTCoD3) gets the coverage of CoTCoD4 with a precision as high than CoTCoD1: it is clearly the best approach.

5.3.2 Comparison with existing approaches

In order to compare our approach with others, we have implemented GlobalICF, ItemBased, MoleTrust3, RandomWalk3 and TrustWalker3, using a trust propagation of 3. We want to minimize the trust propagation since we are in decentralized architecture and this propagation is costly, 3 is the best trade-off between accuracy and coverage. We have implemented our approach both without (CoTCoD3) and with (CoTCoD3a, and CoTCoD3ia) default scoring in order to provide honest comparison. Epinions is the most used dataset for trust-based recommendation evaluation, it was used with all approaches. Results on Epinions dataset are summarized in table 1 for all actors and in table 2 for cold start users.

Table 1 indicates the RMSE, the coverage and the f-measure of all actors ratings prediction. Regarding only pure local approaches, CoTCoD3a provides the best results both in term of precision and coverage. RandomWalk is not effective enough with a low propagation depth of 3. That kind of approach usually propagates up to depth 6. MoleTrust3 offers the same coverage than CoTCoD3 with a lower error but it relies on extended-local knowledge. Moreover CoTCoD3a still has a higher f-measure than MoleTrust3. CoTCoD3a helps improve coverage but also accuracy. As stated by [9], the Epinions dataset contains mostly 5 as rating value which explains why returning an average rating improve accuracy. Regarding classical collaborative filtering approaches, both GlobalICF and ItemBased are outperformed by the trust-based approaches, since similarity is seldom computable with sparse datasets such as Epinions [6, 9]. TrustWalker9, based on local and global knowledge, has one of the lowest error with 1.092. However it has a lower coverage than CoTCoD3a, based on local knowledge, and CoTCoD3ia, based on local or anonymous knowledge. CoTCoD3ia is the best system in our evaluation with the lower error and the highest coverage, therefore the highest f-measure. The default score strategy alleviate coverage limitation and is compatible with our architecture and privacy assumptions. It provides scores to items that cannot be recommended with classical collaborative filtering and trust-based approaches. Our approach is thus adapted for sparse networks such as Epinions, where actors need to explicitly express that they trust other people in order to connect with them, without propagating deeply in the network and only based on local or local and anonymous information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>Cov.</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GlobalICF</td>
<td>1.130</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ItemBased</td>
<td>1.364</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoleTrust3</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>extended-local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomWalk3</td>
<td>1.274</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrustWalker3</td>
<td>1.092</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>local + global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoTCoD3</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoTCoD3ia</td>
<td>1.105</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoTCoD3ia</td>
<td>1.078</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>local + anonymous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results for cold start users on Epinions

Table 2 compares those approaches regarding only cold start users. With those particular actors, who don’t have enough ratings to perform well with classical collaborative filtering, CoTCoDepth outperforms all other local and global algorithms in terms of precision and coverage, except for TrustWalker3 which covers 2% more ratings. RandomWalk3 and the global approaches do not cover enough ratings to be significant. TrustWalker3 suffers a high error. Here again CoTCoD3ia provides the best precision and coverage for cold start users. The pure local algorithm CoTCoD3 provides the second highest f-measure, just below CoTCoD3ia.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper presents CoTCoDepth, a recommender system using limited knowledge and based on explicitly user-
defined social relations. It is deployed on the users’ devices, do not need heavy off-line preprocessing, and its complexity depends on the number of friends of each user. Scores are propagated in a P2P manner, without generating new links in the social graph. Each peer has knowledge of the local user’s friends’ scores, but cannot access friends-of-friends’ data.

CoTCoDepth aggregates data from users’ friends, computes local similarity between them and returns confidence on scores. It uses three default scoring strategies to enhance coverage. The first returns actors mean rating, it is purely local and offers the best coverage. The second returns items mean rating, it is based on anonymous ratings aggregation and offers the best precision. The third returns items mean rating if available or actors mean ratings otherwise, offering both the best coverage and precision.

We have evaluated our approach with the Epinions dataset and compared it with classical collaborative filtering (GlobalCF and ItemBased) and trust-based approaches (MoleTrust, RandomWalk and TrustWalker) regarding three metrics: coverage, predictive accuracy and f-measure. The results show that our approach has the highest f-measure for all users and cold start users. This is mainly due to a high coverage, thanks to our default score strategies. Our CoTCoDepth scorers have the best accuracy for cold start users (i.e. users that have few (less than five) connections with others) and the best precision. The third returns items mean rating if available or actors mean ratings otherwise, offering both the best coverage and precision.

To go further, our approach could be improved by using content-based recommendation algorithms, e.g. through locally computed items similarities. Recommendation offers interesting research problems as well for pervasive environments, such as recommending services or applications to users depending on the context.
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